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While bacteria divide clonally, horizontal gene transfer followed by homologous recombination12

is now recognized as an important and sometimes even dominant contributor to their evolution.13

However, the details of how the competition between clonal inheritance and recombination shapes14

genome diversity, population structure, and species stability remains poorly understood. Using a15

computational model, we find two principal regimes in bacterial evolution and identify two composite16

parameters that dictate the evolutionary fate of bacterial species. In the divergent regime, charac-17

terized by either a low recombination frequency or strict barriers to recombination, cohesion due to18

recombination is not sufficient to overcome the mutational drift. As a consequence, the divergence19

between any pair of genomes in the population steadily increases in the course of their evolution. The20

species as a whole lacks genetic coherence with sexually isolated clonal sub-populations continuously21

formed and dissolved. In contrast, in the metastable regime, characterized by a high recombination22

frequency combined with low barriers to recombination, genomes continuously recombine with the23

rest of the population. The population remains genetically cohesive and stable over time. The24

transition between these two regimes can be affected by relatively small changes in evolutionary25

parameters. Using the Multi Locus Sequence Typing (MLST) data we classify a number of well-26

studied bacterial species to be either the divergent or the metastable type. Generalizations of our27

framework to include fitness and selection, ecologically structured populations, and horizontal gene28

transfer of non-homologous regions are discussed.29

INTRODUCTION30

Bacterial genomes are extremely variable, comprising31

both a consensus ‘core’ genome which is present in the32

majority of strains in a population, and an ‘auxiliary’33

genome, comprising genes that are shared by some but34

not all strains (1–7).35

Multiple factors shape the diversification of the core36

genome. For example, random point mutations gener-37

ate single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within the38

population that are passed on vertically from mother to39

daughter. At the same time, stochastic elimination of lin-40

eages leads to random fixation of polymorphisms which41

effectively reduces population diversity. The balance be-42

tween point mutations and random fixation determines43

the average number of genetic differences between pairs44

of individuals in a population, often denoted by θ.45

During the last two decades, exchange of genetic frag-46

ments between closely related organisms has also been47

recognized as a significant factor in bacterial evolu-48

tion (5, 6, 8–13). Transferred genetic segments are in-49

tegrated into the recipient chromosome via homologous50

recombination. Notably recombination between pairs of51

strains is limited by the divergence in transferred regions.52

The probability psuccess ∼ e−δ/δTE of successful recombi-53

nation of foreign DNA into a recipient genome decays54

exponentially with δ, the local divergence between the55

donor DNA fragment and the corresponding DNA on the56

recipient chromosome (11, 14–17). In this work, we refer57

to δTE as the transfer efficiency. δTE is shaped at least in58

part by the restriction modification (RM), the mismatch59

repair (MMR) systems, and the biophysical mechanisms60

of homologous recombination (14, 15). The transfer ef-61

ficiency δTE imposes an effective limit on the divergence62

among subpopulations that can successfully exchange ge-63

netic material with each other (14, 15).64

On the one hand, vertical inheritance of polymor-65

phisms leads to a clonally structured population wherein66

genomes of mothers and daughters are very similar to67

each other. On the other hand, recombinations of genetic68

fragments within the population can exchange polymor-69

phisms horizontally, potentially destroying the genetic70

signatures of clonal relationships (6, 16–18). As a result71

of the competition between these two factors, bacterial72

genomes can have varying degree of clonality.73

Computational studies have explored some aspects of74

this competition. For example, Falush et al. (19) sug-75

gested that a low transfer efficiency δTE leads to sexual76
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isolation in Salmonella enterica; strains within individual77

subclades exchange genes among themselves but rarely78

between clades. In contrast, Fraser et al. (16), working79

with θ = 0.4% (lower than typical θs in real bacterial80

populations) and the transfer efficiency δTE ≈ 2.4% con-81

cluded that realistic recombination rates are insufficient82

to cause sexual isolation. In a more general study, Dorog-83

hazi and Buckley (20), working with a fixed transfer ef-84

ficiency and a very small population size (limit of θ → 085

of our study), studied the parameter ranges where sex-86

ual isolation between subclades can be overcome through87

a combination of high recombination rates and/or high88

transfer efficiency. However, a clear understanding of the89

competition between recombinations and mutations re-90

mains over a broad range of evolutionary parameters re-91

mains elusive.92

In this work, we develop an evolutionary theoretical93

framework that allows us to study in broad detail the94

nature of competition between recombinations and point95

mutations. We identify two composite parameters that96

govern how genes and genomes diverge from each other97

over time. Each of the two parameters corresponds to98

a competition between vertical inheritance of polymor-99

phisms and their horizontal exchange via homologous re-100

combination.101

First is the competition between the recombination102

rate ρ and the mutation rate µ. The recombination rate103

ρ depends on the mechanisms (21) available for genetic104

exchange including transformation, conjugation, trans-105

duction, etc. Within a co-evolving population, consider106

a pair of strains diverging from each other. The average107

time between consecutive recombination events affecting108

any given small genomic region in these two strains is109

1/(2ρltr) where ltr is the average length of transferred110

regions. At the same time, the total divergence accu-111

mulated in this region due to mutations in either of the112

two genomes is δmut ∼ 2µ/2ρltr. If δmut � δTE, the113

pair of genomes is likely to become sexually isolated from114

each other in this region within the time time that sepa-115

rates two successive recombination events. In contrast, if116

δmut < δTE, frequent recombination events would delay117

sexual isolation resulting in a more homogeneous popu-118

lation.119

Second is the competition between the diversity within120

the population θ and the effective divergence limit δTE121

within a single sub-population uniformly capable of suc-122

cessful recombinations. Note that θ is the average pair-123

wise divergence between the transferred segment and124

the corresponding segment on the recipient genome. If125

δTE � θ, one expects spontaneous fragmentation of the126

entire population into several transient sexually isolated127

sub-populations that rarely exchange genetic material128

between each other. In contrast, if δTE � θ, unhindered129

exchange of genetic fragments may result in a single co-130

hesive population.131

In this work, using a computational model and math-132

ematical calculations, we show that the two composite133

parameters identified above, θ/δTE and δmut/δTE, de-134

termine qualitative evolutionary dynamics of bacterial135

species. Furthermore, we identify two principal regimes136

of this dynamics. In the divergent regime, characterized137

by a high δmut/δTE, local genomic regions acquire mul-138

tiple mutations between successive recombination events139

and rapidly isolate themselves from the rest of the popu-140

lation. The population remains mostly clonal where tran-141

sient sexually isolated sub-populations are continuously142

formed and dissolved. In contrast, in the metastable143

regime, characterized by a low δmut/δTE and a low144

θ/δTE), local genomic regions recombine repeatedly be-145

fore ultimately escaping the pull of recombination (hence146

the name “metastable”). At the population level, in this147

regime all genomes can exchange genes with each other148

resulting in a genetically cohesive and temporally stable149

population. Notably, our analysis suggests that only a150

small change in evolutionary parameters can have a sub-151

stantial effect on evolutionary fate of bacterial genomes152

and populations.153

We also show how to classify bacterial species using154

the conventional measure of the relative strength of re-155

combination over mutations, r/m (defined as the ratio of156

the number of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)157

brought by recombinations and those generated by point158

mutations in a pair of closely related strains), and our sec-159

ond composite parameter θ/δTE. Based on our analysis160

of the existing MLST data, we find that different real-life161

bacterial species belong to either divergent or metastable162

regimes. We discuss possible molecular mechanisms and163

evolutionary forces that decide the role of recombination164

in a species’ evolutionary fate. We also discuss possi-165

ble extensions of our analysis to include adaptive evolu-166

tion, effects of ecological niches, and genome modifica-167

tions such as insertions, deletions, and inversions.168

RESULTS169

Computational model170

We consider a population of Ne co-evolving bacterial171

strains. The population evolves with non-overlapping172

generations and in each new generation each of the173

strains randomly chooses its parent (22). As a result, the174

population remains constant over time. Strain genomes175

have G = 1000 indivisible and non-overlapping trans-176

ferable units. For simplicity, in what follows we refer177

to these units as genes but note that while the aver-178

age protein-coding gene in bacteria is about ∼ 1000 base179

pairs (bp) long, genomes in our simulations exchange seg-180

ments of length ltr = 5000 bp mimicking genetic transfers181

longer than individual protein-coding genes (6, 9). These182

genes acquire point mutations at a rate µ per gene per183

generation and recombinations into a recipient genome184
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the numerical model. Ne bacterial
organisms evolve together, we show only one pair of strains.
Point mutations (red circles) occur at a fixed rate µ per gene
per generation and genetic fragments of length ltr are trans-
ferred between organisms at a rate ρ per gene per generation.

from a randomly selected donor genome in the population185

are attempted at a rate ρ per gene per generation. The186

mutations and recombination events are assumed to have187

no fitness effects (later on we discuss how this assump-188

tion can be relaxed). In the absence of recombination189

(ρ = 0), the pairwise diversity within this population is190

given by θ = 2µNe(22). Finally, the probability of a suc-191

cessful integration of a donor gene decays exponentially,192

psuccess ∼ e−δ/δTE , with the local divergence δ between193

the donor and the recipient. Table I lists all important194

parameters in our model and Fig. 1 shows a cartoon il-195

lustration.196197

We note that gene transfer events in bacteria may have198

variable end points and lengths (6). While our simplify-199

ing assumption allows us to study evolution of genome200

diversity extensively over a wide range of parameters,201

below in the discussion section, we show that our chief202

conclusions remain unchanged even when we relax this203

assumptions.204

The population sizes for real bacteria are usually205

large (23). This prohibits simulations with realistic pa-206

rameters wherein genomes of individual bacterial strains207

are explicitly represented. In what follows we overcome208

this limitation by employing an approach we had pro-209

posed earlier (6). It allows us to simulate the evolution-210

ary dynamics of only two genomes (labeled X and Y ),211

while representing the rest of the population using evo-212

lutionary theory (6). X and Y start diverging from each213

other as identical twins at time t = 0 (when their mother214

divides). We denote by δi(t), the sequence divergence215

of the ith transferable unit (or gene) between X and Y216

at time t and by ∆(t) = 1/G
∑
i δi(t) the genome-wide217

divergence.218

Based on population-genetic and biophysical consider-219

ations, we derive the transition probability E(δa|δb) =220

2µM(δa|δb) + 2ρltrR(δa|δb) (a for after and b for before)221

that the divergence in any gene changes from δb to δa222

in one generation (6). There are two components to the223

probability, M and R. Point mutations in either of two224

strains, represented by M(δa|δb), occur at a rate 2µ per225

base pair per generation and increase the divergence in a226

FIG. 2. Three possible outcomes of gene transfer that change
the divergence δ. XD, Y D, XY , and XYD are the most
recent common ancestors of the strains. The divergence δb
before transfer and δa after transfer are shown in red and
blue respectively.

gene by 1/ltr. Hence when δa 6= δb,227

M(δa|δb) = 2µ if δa = δb + 1/ltr and (1)

M(δb|δb) = 1− 2µ. (2)

We assume, without loss of generality, that recombi-228

nation from a randomly chosen donor strain D within229

the co-evolving population replaces a gene on strain X.230

Unlike point mutations, after a recombination, local di-231

vergence between X and Y can change suddenly, taking232

values either larger or smaller than the current diver-233

gence (see Fig. 2 for an illustration) (6). Note that re-234

combinations from highly diverged members in the popu-235

lation are suppressed exponentially and consequently not236

all recombination attempts are successful. We have the237

probabilities R(δa|δb) (6),238

R(δa|δb) =
1

Ω

1− e−
δb
δTE
− 2δb

θ

2 + θ/δTE
if δa = δb

R(δa|δb) =
1

Ω

e
− 2δa

θ −
δb
δTE

θ
if δa < δb and

R(δa|δb) =
1

Ω

e
− δa
δTE
− δa+δb

θ

θ
if δa > δb. (3)

In Eqs. 3, Ω is the normalization constant.239240

Evolution of local divergence has large fluctuations241

Fig. 3 shows a typical stochastic evolutionary trajec-242

tory of the local divergence δ(t) of a single gene in a pair243

of genomes. The stochastic dynamics is simualated using244

the transition probability matrix E(δa|δb). We have used245

θ = 1.5% and δTE = 1%. These divergences are similar to246

those typically observed in bacterial species (6, 16). Mu-247

tation and recombination rates (per generation) in real248

bacteria are extremely small (6). In order to keep the249

simulation times manageable, mutation and recombina-250

tion rates used in our simulations were 4-5 orders of mag-251

nitude higher compared to those observed in real bacteria252

(µ = 5×10−2 per gene per generation and ρ = 2.5×10−2253
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parameter symbol

population diversity θ = 2µNe (0.1%− 3.16%)

mutation rate µ (10−2 per gene per generation)

recombination rate ρ (10−5 − 10−1 per gene per generation)

transfer efficiency δTE (1%)

length of transferred regions ltr (5000 base pairs)

number of transferable units G (1000)

TABLE I. A list of parameters in the model. The range of values used in this study are indicated in the parentheses.
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FIG. 3. A typical evolutionary trajectory of the local di-
vergence δ(t) within a single gene between a pair of strains.
We have used µ = 5 × 10−2, ρ = 2.5 × 10−2 per gene per
generation, θ = 1.5% and δTE = 1%. Red tracks indicate
the divergence increasing linearly, at a rate 2µ per gene per
generation, with time due to mutational drift. Green tracks
indicate recombination events that suddenly increase the di-
vergence and blue tracks indicate recombination events that
suddenly decrease the divergence. Eventually, the divergence
increases sufficiently and the local genomic region escapes the
pull of recombination (red stretch at the right).

per gene per generation, δmut/δTE = 0.04) (24, 25) while254

keeping the ratio of the rates realistic (5, 6, 12, 26). Al-255

ternatively, one may interpret it as one time step in our256

simulations being considerably longer than a single bac-257

terial generation.258259

As seen in Fig. 3, the time evolution of δ(t) is noisy;260

mutational drift events that gradually increase the diver-261

gence linearly with time (red) are frequently interspersed262

with homologous recombination events (green if they in-263

crease δ(t) and blue if they decrease it) that suddenly264

change the divergence to typical values seen in the popu-265

lation (see Eq. 3). Eventually, either through the gradual266

mutational drift or a sudden recombination event, δ(t) in-267

creases beyond the integration barrier set by the transfer268

efficiency, δ(t)� δTE. Beyond this point, this particular269

gene in our two strains splits into two different sexually270

isolated sub-clades. Any further recombination events in271

this region in each of two strains would be limited to their272

sub-clades and thus would not further change the average273

divergence within this gene. Conversely, the mutational274

drift in this region will continue to drive the two strains275

further apart indefinitely.276

Genome-wide divergence277

Since genes in our model evolve independently of each278

other, the genome-wide average divergence ∆(t) can be279

calculated as the mean of G independent realizations of280

the local divergences δ(t). Since the number G � 1 of281

genes in the genome is large, the law of large numbers282

implies that the fluctuations in the dynamics of ∆(t) are283

substantially suppressed compared to a more noisy time284

course of δ(t) seen in Fig. 3.285

In Fig. 4, we plot the time evolution of ∆(t) and its286

ensemble average 〈∆(t)〉 (as % difference). We have used287

θ = 0.25%, δTE = 1%, and δmut/δTE = 2, 0.2, 0.04, and288

2×10−3 respectively. As seen in Fig. 4, when δmut/δTE is289

large, in any local genomic region, multiple mutations are290

acquired between two successive recombination events.291

Consequently, individual genes escape the pull of recom-292

bination rapidly and 〈∆(t)〉 increases roughly linearly293

with time at a rate 2µ. For smaller values of δmut/δTE,294

the rate of change of 〈∆(t)〉 in the long term decreases as295

many of the individual genes repeatedly recombine with296

the population. However, even then the fraction of genes297

that have escaped the integration barrier slowly increases298

over time, leading to a linear increase in 〈∆(t)〉 with time299

albeit with a slope different than 2µ. Thus, the repeated300

resetting of individual δ(t)s after homologous recombi-301

nation (see Fig. 3) generally results in a 〈∆(t)〉 that in-302

creases linearly (albeit extremely slowly) with time.303

At the shorter time scale, the trends in genome diver-304

gence are opposite to those at the longer time scale. At305

a fixed θ, a low value of δmut/δTE implies faster diver-306

gence and vice versa. When recombination rate is high,307

genomes of strains quickly ‘equilibrate’ with the popu-308

lation and the genome-wide average divergence between309

a pair of strains reaches the population average diver-310

sity ∼ θ (see the red trajectory in Fig. 4). From here,311

any new mutations that increase the divergence are con-312

stantly wiped out through repeated recombination events313

with the population.314

Computational algorithms that build phylogenetic315

trees from multiple sequence alignments often rely on the316
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FIG. 4. Genome-wide divergence ∆(t) as a function of time
at θ/δTE = 0.25. We have used δTE = 1%, θ = 0.25%, µ =
10−2 per gene per generation and ρ = 10−4, 10−3, 5 × 10−2,
and 0.1 per gene per generation corresponding to δmut/δTE =
2, 0.2, 0.04 and 2× 10−3 respectively. The dashed black lines
represent the ensemble average 〈∆(t)〉. See Fig. A1 in the
appendix for the evolution of ∆(t) over a longer time scale.

assumption that the sequence divergence, for example be-317

tween a pair of strains (at the level of individual genes318

or at the level of genomes), faithfully represents the time319

that has elapsed since their Most Recent Common An-320

cestor (MRCA). However, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 serve as a321

cautionary tale. Notably, after just a single recombina-322

tion event the local divergence at the level of individual323

genes does not at all reflect time elapsed since divergence324

but rather depends on statistics of divergence within a re-325

combining population (see (6) for more details). At the326

level of genomes, when δmut/δTE is large (e.g. the blue327

trajectory in Fig. 4), the time since MRCA of two strains328

is directly correlated with the number of mutations that329

separate their genomes. In contrast, when δmut/δTE is330

small (see pink and red trajectories in Fig. 4), frequent331

recombination events repeatedly erase the memory of the332

clonal ancestry. Nonetheless, individual genomic regions333

slowly escape the pull of recombination at a fixed rate.334

Thus, the time since MRCA is reflected not in the to-335

tal divergence between the two genomes but in the frac-336

tion of the length of the total genomes that has escaped337

the pull of recombination. One will have to use a very338

different rate of accumulation of divergence to estimate339

evolutionary time from genome-wide average divergence.340

Quantifying metastability341

How does one quantify the metastable behavior de-342

scribed above? At the level of individual genes it is man-343

ifested through constant resetting of δ(t) to typical popu-344

lation values and at the level of entire genomes through a345

very slow increase in ∆(t) when δmut/δTE is small. Fig. 4346

suggests that high rates of recombination prevent pair-347

wise divergence from increasing beyond the typical pop-348

ulation divergence ∼ θ at the whole-genome level. Thus,349

for any set of evolutionary parameters, µ, ρ, θ, and δTE,350

the time it takes for a pair of genomes to diverge far be-351

yond the typical population diversity θ can serve as a352

quantifier for metastability.353

In Fig. 5, we plot the number of generations tdiv (in354

units of the effective population size Ne) required for the355

ensemble average of the genome-wide average divergence356

〈∆(t)〉 between a pair of genomes to exceed 2× θ (twice357

the typical intra-population diversity) as a function of358

θ/δTE and δmut/δTE. Analyzing the ensemble average359

〈∆(t)〉 (represented by dashed lines in Fig. 4) allows us360

to avoid the confounding effects of small fluctuations in361

the stochastic time evolution of ∆(t) around this aver-362

age. Note that in the absence of recombination, it takes363

tdiv = 2Ne generations before 〈∆(t)〉 exceeds 2θ = 4µNe.364

The four cases explored in Fig. 4 are marked with green365

diamonds in Fig. 5.366

We observe two distinct regimes in the behavior of367

tdiv as a function of θ/δTE and δmut/δTE. In the di-368

vergent regime, after a few recombination events, the di-369

vergence δ(t) at the level of individual genes quickly es-370

capes the integration barrier and increases indefinitely.371

Consequently, 〈∆(t)〉 increases linearly with time (see372

e.g. δmut/δTE = 2 in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) and reaches373

〈∆(t)〉 = 2θ within ∼ 2Ne generations. In contrast for374

smaller values of δmut/δTE in the metastable regime, it375

takes extremely long time for 〈∆(t)〉 to reach 2θ. In this376

regime genes get repeatedly exchanged with the rest of377

the population and 〈∆(t)〉 remains nearly constant over378

long periods of time (see e.g. δmut/δTE = 2 × 10−3 in379

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). Notably, near the boundary region380

between the two regimes a small perturbation in the evo-381

lutionary parameters could change the evolutionary dy-382

namics from divergent to metastable and vice versa.383384

Population structure385

Can we understand the phylogenetic structure of the386

entire population by studying the evolutionary dynamics387

of just a single pair of strains?388

Given sufficient amount of time every pair of genomes389

in our model would diverge indefinitely. However, in a390

finite population of size Ne, the average probability of391

observing a pair of strains whose MRCA existed t gen-392

erations ago is exponentially distributed, pc(t) ∼ e−t/Ne393

(here and below we use the bar to denote averaging over394

multiple realizations of the coalescent process, or long-395

time average over population dynamics) (27–29). Thus,396

while it may be possible for a pair of genomes considered397

above to diverge indefinitely from each other (see Fig. 4),398

it becomes more and more unlikely to find such a pair in399

a finite-sized population.400

Let π(∆) to denote the probability distribution of ∆401
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FIG. 5. The number of generations tdiv (in units of the popu-
lation size Ne) required for a pair of genomes to diverge well
beyond the average intra-population diversity (see main text).
We calculate the time it takes for the ensemble average 〈∆(t)〉
of the genome-wide average divergence to reach 2θ as a func-
tion of θ/δTE and δmut/δTE. We used δTE = 1%, µ = 10−2

per gene per generation. In our simulations we varied ρ and
θ to scan the (θ/δTE, δmut/δTE) space. The green diamonds
represent four populations shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 (see
below).

for all pairs of genomes in a given population, while π(∆)402

stands for the same distribution averaged over long time403

or multiple realizations of the population. One has404

π(∆) =

∫ ∞
0

pc(t)× p(∆|t)dt and

π(∆) =

∫ ∞
0

pc(t)× p(∆|t)dt

=
1

Ne

∫ ∞
0

e−t/Ne × p(∆|t)dt (4)

In Eq. 4, pc(t) is the probability that a pair of strains405

in the current population shared their MRCA t gen-406

erations ago and p(∆|t) is the probability that a pair407

of strains have diverged by ∆ at time t. Given that408

∆(t) is the average of G � 1 independent realizations409

of δ(t), we can approximate p(∆|t) as a Gaussian distri-410

bution with average 〈δ(t)〉G =
∫
δ × p(δ|t)dδ and vari-411

ance σ2 = 1
G

(
〈δ(t)2〉G − 〈δ(t)〉2G

)
. Here and below angu-412

lar brackets and the subscript G denote the average of a413

quantity over the entire genome.414

Unlike the time- or realization- averaged distribution415

π(∆), only the instantaneous distribution π(∆) is acces-416

sible from genome sequences stored in databases. No-417

tably, even for large populations these two distributions418

could be significantly different from each other. In-419

deed, pc(t) in any given population is extremely noisy420

due to multiple peaks from clonal subpopulations and421

does not resemble its smooth long-time average profile422

pc(t) ∼ e−t/Ne (28, 29). In panels a) to d) of Fig. 6, we423

show π(∆) for the four cases shown in Fig. 4 (also marked424

by green diamonds in Fig. 5). We fixed the population425
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FIG. 6. Distribution of all pairwise genome-wide diver-
gences δij in a co-evolving population for decreasing values
of δmut/δTE: 2 in a), 0.2 in b), 0.04 in c) and 0.002 in d)
In all 4 panels, dashed black lines represent time-averaged
distributions π(∆), while solid lines represent typical “snap-
shot” distributions π(∆) in a single population. Colors of
solid lines match those in Fig. 4 for the same values of pa-
rameters. Time-averaged and snapshot distributions were es-
timated by sampling 5×105 pairwise coalescent times from the
time-averaged coalescent distribution p ∼ e−t/Ne and the in-
stantaneous coalescent distribution pc(t) correspondingly (see
text for details).

size to Ne = 500. We changed δmut/δTE by changing426

the recombination rate ρ. The solid lines represent a427

time snapshot obtained by numerically sampling pc(t) in428

a Fisher-Wright population of size Ne = 500. The dashed429

black line represents the time average π(∆).430431

In the divergent regime of Fig. 5, at high values of432

δmut/δTE = µ/(ρltrδTE), the instantaneous snapshot dis-433

tribution π(∆) has multiple peaks corresponding to di-434

vergence distances between several spontaneously formed435

clonal sub-populations present even in a homogeneous436

population. These sub-populations rarely exchange ge-437

netic material with each other, because of a low recom-438

bination frequency ρ. In this regime, the time averaged439

distribution π(∆) has a long exponential tail and, as ex-440

pected, does not agree with the instantaneous distribu-441

tion π(∆).442

Notably, in the metastable regime, at lower values of443

δmut/δTE, the exponential tail shrinks into a Gaussian-444

like peak. The width of this peak relates to fluctuations445

in ∆(t) around its mean value which in turn are depen-446

dent on the total number of genes G. Moreover, the447

difference between the instantaneous and the time av-448

eraged distributions decreases as well. In this limit, all449

strains in the population exchange genetic material with450

each other. Thus, in the metastable regime, frequent re-451

combination events successfully eliminate multiple peaks452

due to clonal subs-populations thus forming a genetically453

cohesive and temporally stable population.454
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Analysis of bacterial species455

Where are real-life bacterial species located on the456

divergent-metastable diagram? Instead of δmut/δTE as457

defined here, population genetic studies of bacteria usu-458

ally quantify the relative strength of recombination over459

mutations as r/m, the ratio of the number of SNPs460

brought in by recombination relative to those gener-461

ated by point mutations in a pair of closely related462

strains (6, 8, 12). In our framework, r/m is defined as463

r/m = ρsucc/µ × ltr × δtr where ρsucc < ρ is the rate464

of successful recombination events and δtr is the average465

divergence in transferred regions. Both ρsucc and δtr de-466

pend on the evolutionary parameters (see appendix for a467

detailed description of our calculations). r/m is closely468

related (but not equal) to the inverse of δmut/δTE used469

in our previous plots.470

In Fig. 7, we re-plotted the “phase diagram” shown in471

Fig. 5 in terms of θ/δTE and r/m and attempted to place472

several real-life bacterial species on it. To this end we es-473

timated θ from the MLST data (30) and used r/m values474

that were determined previously by Vos and Didelot (12).475

As a first approximation, we assumed that the transfer476

efficiency δTE is the same for all species considered and477

is given by δTE ∼ 2.26% used in Ref. (16). However, as478

mentioned above, the transfer efficiency δTE depends in479

part on the RM and the MMR systems. Given that these480

systems vary a great deal across bacterial species includ-481

ing minimal barriers to recombination observed e.g. in482

Helicobacter pylori (10) or different combinations of mul-483

tiple RM systems reported in Ref. (31). We note that484

Helicobacter pylori appears divergent even with minimal485

barriers to recombination probably because of its ecolog-486

ically structured population that is dependent on human487

migration patterns (32). One expects transfer efficiency488

δTE might also vary across bacteria. Further work is489

needed to collect the extent of this variation in a unified490

format and location. One possible bioinformatics strat-491

egy is to use the slope of the exponential tail in SNP492

distribution (p(δ|∆) in our notation) to infer the transfer493

efficiency δTE as described in Ref. (6).494

Fig. 7 allows one to draw the following conclusions.495

First, it confirms that both r/m and θ/δTE are impor-496

tant evolutionary parameters and suggests that each of497

them alone cannot fully classify a species as either diver-498

gent or metastable. Second, it predicts a sharp transition499

between the divergent and the metastable phases imply-500

ing that a small change in r/m or θ/δTE can change the501

evolutionary fate of the species. And finally, one can502

see that different bacterial species use diverse evolution-503

ary strategies straddling the divide between these two504

regimes.505

Can bacteria change their evolutionary fate? There are506

multiple biophysical and ecological processes by which507

bacterial species may move from the metastable to the508

0.1 0.316 1 3.16
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1
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100
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  SP2   HP1

 HI

  HP2

 BC
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θ/δ TE

r/
m
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16
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tdiv / Ne
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FIG. 7. Approximate position of several real-life bacte-
rial spaces on the metastable-divergent phase diagram (see
text for details). Abbreviations of species names are as fol-
lows: FP: Flavobacterium psychrophilum, VP: Vibrio para-
haemolyticus, SE: Salmonella enterica, VV: Vibrio vulnificus,
SP1: Streptococcus pneumoniae, SP2: Streptococcus pyogenes,
HP1: Helicobacter Pylori, HP2: Haemophilus parasuis, HI:
Haemophilus influenzae, BC: Bacillus cereus, EF: Enterococ-
cus faecium, and EC: Escherichia coli.

divergent regime and vice versa in Fig. 5. For example, if509

the effective population size remains constant, a change510

in mutation rate changes both δmut/δTE as well as θ.511

A change in the level of expression of the MMR genes,512

changes in types or presence of MMR, SOS, or restriction-513

modification (RM) systems, loss or gain of co-infecting514

phages, all could change δTE or the rate of recombina-515

tion (14, 31) thus changing the placement of the species516

on the phase diagram shown in Fig. 7.517518

Adaptive and ecological events should be inferred from519

population genomics data only after rejecting the hypoth-520

esis of neutral evolution. However, the range of behav-521

iors consistent with the neutral model of recombination-522

driven evolution of bacterial species was not entirely523

quantified up till now, leading to potentially unwarranted524

conclusions as illustrated in (33). Consider E. coli as an525

example. Known strains of E. coli are usually grouped526

into 5-6 different evolutionary sub-clades (groups A,527

B1, B2, E1, E2, and D). It is thought that inter-clade528

sexual exchange is lower compared to intra-clade ex-529

change (6, 26). Ecological niche separation and/or se-530

lective advantages are usually implicated as initiators of531

such putative speciation events (17). In our previous532

analysis of 32 fully sequenced E. coli strains, we esti-533

mated θ/δTE > 3 and r/m ∼ 8 − 10 (6) implying that534

E. coli resides deeply in the divergent regime in Fig. 7.535

Thus, based on the analysis presented above one expects536

E. coli strains to spontaneously form transient sexually-537

isolated sub-populations even in the absence of selective538

pressures or ecological niche separation. In conclusion,539
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a more careful analysis is needed to reject neutral mod-540

els of evolution in the studies of population genetics of541

bacteria.542

EXTENDING THE FRAMEWORK543

Throughout this study we used three main assump-544

tions greatly simplifying the problem and allowing for545

exact mathematical analysis: i) exponentially decreas-546

ing probability of successful integration of foreign DNA547

into a recipient genome as a function of the local se-548

quence divergence, ii) exponentially distributed pairwise549

coalescent time distribution of a neutrally evolving well-550

mixed population, and iii) independent evolution of non-551

overlapping “genes” or larger indivisible units of horizon-552

tal genetic transfer. Here we discuss how one can gener-553

alize the developed framework relax these assumptions.554

(i) A wide variety of barriers to foreign DNA entry555

exist in bacteria (11). For example, Helicobacter py-556

lori, is thought to have relatively free import of for-557

eign DNA (10) while other bacteria may have mul-558

tiple RM systems that either act in combination or559

are turned on and off randomly (31). Moreover, rare560

non-homologous/illegitimate recombination events can561

transfer highly diverged segments between genomes (11)562

potentially leading to homogenization of the popula-563

tion. Such events can be captured by a weaker-than-564

exponential dependence of the probability of successful565

integration on local genetic divergence (see Appendix566

for a calculation with non-exponential dependence of the567

probability of successful integration psuccess on the local568

sequence divergence). One can incorporate these vari-569

ations within our framework by appropriately modify-570

ing the functional relationship between the probability571

of successful integration and local sequence divergence572

or even by allowing it to change with time (e.g. relax573

recombination barriers in the presence of stress).574

(ii) Bacteria belong to ecological niches defined by en-575

vironmental factors such as availability of specific nutri-576

ent sources, host-bacterial interactions, and geographical577

characteristics. Bacteria in different environments may578

rarely compete with each other for resources and conse-579

quently may not belong to the same effective population580

and may have lowered frequency of DNA exchange com-581

pared to bacteria sharing the same niche. How can one582

capture the effect of ecological niches on genome evolu-583

tion? Geographically and/or ecologically structured pop-584

ulations exhibit a coalescent structure (and thus a pair-585

wise coalescence time distribution) that depends on the586

nature of niche separation (34, 35). Within our frame-587

work, niche-related effects can be incorporated by ac-588

counting for pairwise coalescent times of niche-structured589

populations (34, 35) and niche dependent recombination590

frequencies. For example, one can consider a model with591

two or more subpopulations with different probabilities592

for intra- and inter-population DNA exchange describing593

geographical or phage-related barriers to recombination.594

While most point mutations in bacterial genomes are595

thought to have insignificant fitness effect, the evolution-596

ary dynamics of bacterial species is driven by rare ad-597

vantageous mutations and thus is far from being neutral.598

Recombination in bacterial species is thought to be es-599

sential for their evolution in order to minimize the fit-600

ness loss due to Muller’s ratchet (36) and to minimize601

the impact of clonal interference (37). Thus, it is likely602

that both recombination frequency and transfer efficiency603

are under selection (36, 38, 39). How could one include604

fitness effects in our theoretical framework? Above, we605

considered the dynamics of neutrally evolving bacterial606

populations. The effective population size is incorporated607

in our framework only via the coalescent time distribu-608

tion exp(−T/Ne) and consequently the intra-species di-609

versity exp(−δ/θ) (see supplementary materials). Neher610

and Hallatschek (40) recently showed that while pair-611

wise coalescent times in adaptive populations are not ex-612

actly exponentially distributed, this distribution has a613

pronounced exponential tail with an effective population614

size Ne weakly related to the actual census population615

size and largely determined by the variance of mutational616

fitness effects (40). In order to modify the recombination617

kernel R(δa|δb) one needs to know the 3-point coales-618

cence distribution for strains X, Y , and the donor strain619

D (see Supplementary Materials here and in Ref. (6) for620

details). Once such 3-point coalescence distribution is621

available in either analytical or even numerical form our622

results could be straightforwardly generalized for adap-623

tive populations (assuming most genes remain neutral).624

We expect the phase diagram of thus modified adaptive625

model to be similar to its neutral predecessor considered626

here, given that the pairwise coalescent time distribu-627

tion in adaptive population has an exponential tail as628

well (40), and for our main results to remain qualita-629

tively unchanged.630

(iii) Finally, in this work, we assumed that recombina-631

tion events transfer non-overlapping segments of length632

ltr that always recombine in their entirety. In real bac-633

teria, transfer events have variable lengths and partially634

overlap with each other (6, 9, 10, 41).635

Do then the above conclusions about metastability636

in genome evolution hold when recombination tracks637

have variable end points and lengths? The metastabil-638

ity/divergent transition identified in this work (see Fig. 5639

above) is based on the ensemble average 〈∆(t)〉. We be-640

lieve that while overlapping recombination events may641

play a role in determining correlations in local diversities642

δ along the chromosome, the the ensemble average of the643

pairwise divergence 〈∆〉 is likely to be insensitive to the644

nature of recombination.645

We tested this hypothesis with an explicit simulation646

of Ne = 250 co-evolving strains each with Lg = 106 base647

pairs. We performed three types of simulations (see panel648
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FIG. 8. a) The schematics of the three types of simulations. In type (1), recombining stretches have fixed end points. As a
result, different recombination tracks do not overlap. In type (2) and (3), the recombining stretches have variable end points and
as a result different recombination tracks can potentially overlap with each other. b) The ensemble average 〈∆(t)〉 of pairwise
genome-wide divergence ∆(t) as a function of the pairwise coalescent time t in explicit simulations. Type (1) simulation has
non-overlapping transfer of 5000 bp segments. Type (2) simulations have transfers of overlapping 5000 bp segments. Type (3)
simulation have overlapping transfers of segments whose average length is 5000 bp. The value of δmut/δTE is indicated on the
top left corner.

a of Fig 8 for an illustration). In the first type (type649

(1)), every transfer event attempted a transfer of one ge-650

netic segment (of fixed length 5 kbp) in a non-overlapping651

manner. This protocol is identical to the one employed652

in this work. In the second type of simulation (type (2)),653

recombination tracks were allowed to start at any base654

pair but had a fixed length (of 5 kbp). Finally, we also655

investigated the effect of variable track lengths. We ran656

a simulation (type (3)) where successful recombination657

events transferred on an average 5 kbp. The lengths of658

the recombination tracks were exponentially distributed659

with an average 5 kbp. We set the minimum transfer660

length to be 3 kbp. In order to directly compare re-661

sults across different types of simulations, we ran each of662

the three simulations for the four parameter sets used in663

Fig. 4. See appendix for details of the simulations.664

Panel b of Fig. 8 shows the time evolution of the en-665

semble average 〈∆(t)〉 estimated from the explicit simula-666

tions. The three colors represent three different types of667

simulations. Notably, 〈∆(t)〉 is insensitive to whether re-668

combination tracks are of variable length or overlapping669

with each other. As mentioned above, the metastabil-670

ity explored in the manuscript is defined in terms of the671

ensemble average divergence 〈∆(t)〉. Consequently, we672

believe that our quantitative and qualitative conclusions673

about metastability remain unchanged.674

Can the effects of allowing overlapping recombination675

tracks be seen in population structure? Let us look at the676

stochastic fluctuations in ∆(t) around its ensemble aver-677

age 〈∆(t)〉. Intuitively, overlapping recombination events678

will homogenize highly divergent genetic fragments in679

the population. As a result, we expect smaller within-680

population variation i.e. a smaller fluctuation in ∆(t)681

around 〈∆(t)〉. We tested this by studying the numerical682

estimate of π̄(∆) (see Eq. 4) for the three simulations.683

We only consider the case where δmut/δTE = 0.002.684

As seen in Fig. 4 and Fig. 8, in the metastable state685

the divergence ∆(t) virtually does not increase as a func-686

tion of t at long times (the rate of increase is extremely687

slow). Thus, the variance in π̄(∆) largely represents the688

variance in ∆(t) around its ensemble average 〈∆(t)〉. In689

Fig. 9, we show π̄(∆) for the three different types of sim-690

ulations. Notably, the variance in π̄(∆) is much smaller691

when overlapping recombination events are allowed (type692

(2) and type (3) simulations compared to type (1) sim-693

ulation). The effect of varying length of recombination694

events appears to be minimal. This suggests that vari-695

ance in ∆(t) around its ensemble average 〈∆(t)〉 is smaller696

when recombination tracks overlap with each other com-697

pared to a case where individual recombination events698

are independent of each other.699

In short, while overlapping transfer events are likely700

to affect correlations in genetic diversity along the chro-701

mosome as well as the population structure, their role702

in determining the metastability/divergent transition de-703

scribed in this work appears minimal.704

In our future studies we plan to explore these and other705

extensions on top of the basic mathematically tractable706

model described here.707

CONCLUSION708

While recombination is now recognized as an impor-709

tant and sometimes even dominant contributor to pat-710

terns of genome diversity in many bacterial species(5, 6,711

8–12), its effect on population structure and stability is712

still heavily debated (16, 17, 42–44). In this work, we ex-713

plored three variants of a model of gene transfers in bac-714

teria to study how the competition between mutations715
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FIG. 9. The ensemble average distribution of genome-wide
divergence between pairs of strains π̄(∆) for the three types of
simulations shown in panel a of Fig. 8 when δmut/δTE = 0.002.

and recombinations affects genome evolution. Analysis716

of each of the three models showed that recombination-717

driven bacterial genome evolution can be understood as718

a balance between two important competing processes.719

We identified the two dimensionless parameters θ/δTE720

and δmut/δTE that dictate this balance and result in two721

qualitatively different regimes in bacterial evolution, sep-722

arated by a sharp transition.723

As seen in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7, in the divergent regime,724

the pull of recombination is insufficient to homogenize725

individual genes and entire genomes leading to a tempo-726

rally unstable and sexually fragmented species. Notably,727

understanding the time course of divergence between a728

single pair of genomes allows us to study the structure729

of the entire population. As shown in Fig. 6, species in730

the divergent regime are characterized by multi-peaked731

clonal population structure. On the other hand, in the732

metastable regime, individual genomes repeatedly recom-733

bine genetic fragments with each other leading to a sexu-734

ally cohesive and temporally stable population. As seen735

in Fig. 7, real bacterial species appear to belong to both736

of these regimes as well as in the cross-over region sepa-737

rating them from each other.738
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APPENDIX830

〈∆(t)〉 from computer simulations831

We performed three types of explicit simulations of832

a Fisher-Wright population of Ne = 250 co-evolving833

strains. The three simulations had different modes of834

gene transfers as indicated in panel a of Fig. 8. Each835

strain had Lg = 106 base pairs. Each base pair was836

represented either by a 0 (wild type) or 1 (mutated).837

The mutation rate was fixed at µ = 5 × 10−6 per base838

pair per generation. We varied the recombination rate839

ρ = 2.5 × 10−8, 2.5 × 10−7, 1.25 × 10−6, and 2.5 × 10−5840

per base pair per generation. θ was fixed at θ = 0.25%841

and δTE was fixed at δTE = 1%. These parameters are842

identical to the ones used in Fig. 4 of the main text. We843

note that given the low population diversity (θ = 0.25%),844

we can safely neglect back mutations.845

Note that in all three types of simulations, on an aver-846

age, a total of 5 kilobase pairs of genome was transferred847

in a successful transfer event thereby allowing us to di-848

rectly compare the three simulations.849

We strated the simulations with Ne identical genomes.850

We ran a Fisher-Wright simulation for 5000 = 20 × Ne851

generations to ensure that the population reached a852

steady state. In each generation, children chose their853

parents randomly. This ensured that the population size854

remained constant over time. Mutation and recombina-855

tion events were attempted according to the correspond-856

ing rates. Note that it is non-trivial to keep track of the857

divergence between individual pairs over time since one858

or both of the strains in the pair may either be stochas-859

tically eliminated. To study the time evolution of the860

ensemble average 〈∆(t)〉 of the divergence, at the end of861

the simulation, we collected the pairwise coalescent times862

t between all pairs of strains as well as ∆(t), the genomic863

divergences between them. Note that due to the stochas-864

tic nature of mutations and recombination events, ∆(t)865

is a random variable. We estimated the ensemble aver-866

age 〈∆(t)〉 by binning the pairwise coalescent times in867

intervals of dt = 25 generations (1/10th of the popula-868

tion size) and taking an average over all ∆(t) in each bin.869

The ensemble average thus estimated represents the av-870

erage over multiple realizations of the coalescent process.871

Mathematically, the ensemble average is given by872

〈∆(t)〉 =

∫
∆(t)p(∆|t)d∆ (A1)

Here, p(∆|t) is the probability that the genomes of two873

strains whose most recent common ancestor was t gener-874

ations ago have diverged by ∆. We note that the variance875

in ∆(t) is expected to be small since it is an average over876

a large number of genes. We plot the 〈∆(t)〉 estimated877

from the three simulations in panel b) of Fig. 8.878

FIG. A1. Genome-wide divergence ∆(t) as a function of time
at θ/δTE = 0.25. We have used δTE = 1%, θ = 0.25%, µ =
10−2 per gene per generation and ρ = 10−4, 10−3, 5 × 10−2,
and 0.1 per gene per generation corresponding to δmut/δTE =
2, 0.2, 0.04 and 2× 10−3 respectively. The dashed black lines
represent the ensemble average 〈∆(t)〉. The cyan lines show
the time it takes for the ensemble-averaged genomic diver-
gence 〈∆(t)〉 to reach 2θ when δmut/δTE = 0.04 (pink line).

Behavior of 〈∆(t)〉 in the long time limit879
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Estimating r/m880

As mentioned in the main text, r/m is defined in a pair881

of strains as the ratio of SNPs brought in by recombina-882

tion events and the SNPs brought in by point mutations.883

Clearly, r/m will depend on a strain-to-strain compari-884

son however, usually it is reported as an average over all885

pairs of strains. How do we compute r/m in our frame-886

work? We have887

r/m = ρsucc/µ× ltr × δtr (A2)

Thus, in order to compute r/m, we need two quan-888

tities. First, we need to compute the rate of successful889

recombinations ρsucc < ρ. We can calculate ρsucc as890

ρsucc =

∫ ∫
1

Ne
ρe−t/Ne × psucc(δ)p(δ|t)dδdt (A3)

where psucc is the success probability that a gene that has891

diverged by δ will have a successful recombination event.892

The integration over exponentially distributed pairwise893

coalescent times averages over the population. psucc can894

be computed from Eq. 3 by integrating over all possible895

scenarios of successful recombinations. We have896

psucc(δ) = e−
δ∗(2+θ∗)

θ∗ ×
(

1

1 + 3θ∗ + θ∗ × θ∗
− 1

2

)
+
e−δ

∗

2
+

1

2 + θ∗
(A4)

where δ∗ = δ/δTE and θ∗ = θ/δTE are normalized diver-897

gences and p(δ|t) is the distribution of local divergences898

at time t. In practice, r/m can only estimated by ana-899

lyzing statistics of distribution of SNPs on the genomes900

of closely related strain pairs where both clonally inher-901

ited and recombined parts of the genome can be identi-902

fied (6, 26). Here, we limit the time-integration in Eq. A3903

to times t < min(Ne = θ/2µ, δTE/2µ).904

Second, we need to compute the average divergence in905

transferred segments, δtr. We have906

δtr =
1

Ne

∫ ∫
e−t/Ne × δt(δ)p(δ|t)dtdδ (A5)

where δt(δ) is the average divergence after a recombina-907

tion event if the divergence before transfer was δ.908

Computing θ from MLST data909

Except for E. coli where we used our previous analy-910

sis (6) (we used θ/δTE ∼ 3 and r/m = 12), we down-911

loaded MLST sequences of multiple organisms from the912

MLST database (30). For each of the 7 genes present in913

the MLST database, we performed a pairwise alignment914

between strains. θ for each gene was calculated as the915

average of pairwise SNPs. The θ for the species was es-916

timated as average of the θs calculated for each of the 7917

genes.918
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Non-exponential dependence of psuccess on local919

sequence divergence920

In the main text, we showed that when psucess decays921

exponentially with the local divergence, the time evolu-922

tion of local divergence δ(t) shows metastability. When923

the recombination rate is low, a few recombination events924

take place that change δ(t) to typical values in the pop-925

ulation before the local region eventually escapes the in-926

tegration barrier, leading to a linear increase in δ(t) (see927

Fig. 3). When the recombination rate is high, the num-928

ber of recombination events before the eventual escape929

from the integration barrier increases drastically leading930

to metastable behavior.931

Here, we suggests that weaker-than-exponential depen-932

dence of psuccess can lead to a time evolution of local di-933

vergence δ(t) that never escapes the integration barrier,934

leading to a genetically homogeneous population inde-935

pendent of the recombination rate ρ.936

While it is difficult to carry out analytical calculations937

for a finite θ and δTE, following Doroghazi and Buckley938

(20), we consider the limit θ → 0 when µ and ρ are939

finite. The time evolution of δ(t) in the limit θ → 0 when940

psuccess decays exponentially with divergence is given by941

(see Eq. 3)942

p(δ → δ + 1) = 2µ and

p(δ → 0) = ρe
− δ
δTE (A6)

In Eq. A6, δ(t) is the number of SNPs (as opposed to943

SNP density used in the main text). As was shown in944

the main text, the evolution of δ(t) described by Eq. A6945

is a random walk that repeatedly resets to zero before946

eventually escaping to δ → ∞. The number of resetting947

events depends on δmut/δTE as defined in the main text948

(see low θ/δTE values in Fig. 5).949

A generalization to non-exponential dependence of the950

success probability is straightforward,951

p(δ → δ + 1) = 2µ and

p(δ → 0) = ρf(δ) (A7)

where 1 ≤ f(δ) ≥ 0 is the probability of successful inte-952

gration. How weak should the integration barrier f(δ) be953

so that the time evolution described by Eq. A7 can never954

escape the pull of recombination? In other words, what955

are the conditions on f(δ) that ensure that the time evo-956

lution of local divergence described by Eq. A7 results in957

a random walk that resets to zero infinitely many times?958

If the random walk resets infinitely many times, it has959

a well defined stationary distribution as t → ∞. Note960

that the random walk described by an exponentially de-961

caying psuccess does not have a well defined stationary962

distribution since as t → ∞, δ(t) → ∞ regardless of the963

rate of recombination and the transfer efficiency. Let us964

assume that f(δ) is such that there exists a well-defined965

stationary distribution. We define pi as the probability966

that δ = i in the stationary state. We can write balance967

equations in the stationary state968

2µ× p0 = ρ×
∞∑
i=1

pif(i) (A8)

2µ× pi + ρ× pif(i) = 2µ× pi−1 ∀ i > 0 (A9)

Rearranging969

pi = pi−1
1

1 + ρ
2µf(i)

= p0

j=i∏
j=1

1

1 + ρ
2µf(j)

if i > 0

(A10)

Since p0 6= 0, from Eq. A9 and Eq. A10 we have for an970

arbitrary f(δ) (denoting ρ/2µ = τ)971

s[τ, f ] = τ
∞∑
i=1

f(i)

j=i∏
j=1

1

1 + τf(j)

 = 1

⇒ m[τ, f ] = 1− s[τ, f ] =
∏
i

1

1 + τf(i)
= 0 (A11)

Thus, as long as the functional s[τ, f ] in Eq. A11 is equal972

to 1 (or m[τ, f ] = 0), the walk remains localized. Eq. A11973

is a surprisingly simple result and is valid for any 0 ≤974

f(δ) ≤ 1.975

Let us consider a specific case where f(δ) = δ−ν . A976

power-law dependence in psuccess is weaker than the expo-977

nential decay used in the main text, potentially allowing978

transfers between distant bacteria. Let us examine the979

self-consistency condition. We have980

m(τ, ν) = 1− s(τ, ν) =
∞∏
i=1

1

1 + τi−ν
(A12)

Taking logarithms and using the Abel-Plana formula981

logm(τ, ν) ∼ −
∫ ∞
1

log(1 + τx−ν)dx

= 2F1(1,
ν − 1

ν
; 2− 1

ν
,−τ)× ντ

ν − 1
− log(1 + τ)

(A13)

if ν ≥ 1. The integral (and thus the sum) tends to ∞982

when ν < 1. Here, 2F1 is the hypergeometric function.983

Thus, when ν < 1, a well defined stationary distribution984

exists and as long as ρ > 0 and µ > 0 regardless of ρ985

and the population remains genetically cohesive. When986

ν > 1, we expect behavior similar to the exponential case987

studied in the main text, viz. a divergent vs metastable988

transition depending on the competition between forces989

of recombinations and mutations. We believe that these990

conclusions will also hold true when θ is finite.991
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